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Student Suffers from Food Poisoning From Blackburn Cafeteria

In a recent incident involving the University Dining services, a student fell ill to food poisoning after eating in the Blackburn Cafeteria. The incident occurred on the evening of November 10th, when the student reported experiencing symptoms of nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea shortly after consuming a meal.

According to the Office of Student Health and Counseling, the student was rushed to the hospital for treatment and was later discharged after stabilizing. The affected individual has been advised to avoid consuming food from the Blackburn Cafeteria until further notice.

The University Dining services have launched an investigation into the matter, and are working closely with the Department of Health and Human Services to determine the source of the contamination. Students are encouraged to report any incidents of food poisoning to the Office of Student Health and Counseling.

Mayor Hosts Town Hall on Campus to Discuss Gay Issues

In response to recent incidents of anti-LGBTQ+ hate crimes on campus, Mayor Anthony Williams hosted a town hall meeting at Howard University on November 12th. The meeting aimed to address concerns and provide a platform for students, faculty, and staff to express their views and seek solutions.

The meeting was well-attended, with a diverse group of individuals participating in discussions. Participants raised concerns about recent attacks and incidents targeting LGBTQ+ individuals, as well as the need for increased support and resources for the GLBT community.

Mayor Williams acknowledged the challenges faced by the LGBTQ+ community and expressed his commitment to working towards a more inclusive campus. He announced plans to create a GLBT liaison unit to address concerns and improve campus safety.

The meeting concluded with a call to action, urging all members of the Howard University community to come together to support and protect one another.


dan}

Student (first name)Elected Minority Leader

In a significant milestone for the GLBT community, Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., was elected as the first woman and first member of the LGBTQ+ community to lead a major political party in the US Congress. The historic election was celebrated by activists and supporters across the country.

Washington, D.C. - Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., was elected as the first woman and first member of the LGBTQ+ community to lead a major political party in the US Congress.

Pelosi, a long-time advocate for LGBTQ+ rights, ran on a platform of progress and inclusion. She made history by being elected as the Speaker of the House, becoming the first woman and first member of the LGBTQ+ community to hold this position.

"I am honored to be chosen by my colleagues to serve as the Speaker of the House," Pelosi said. "I will work tirelessly to ensure that all voices are heard and that our nation moves forward.

Pelosi's campaign emphasized the need for unity and progress, and she received widespread support from members of the LGBTQ+ community.

The election was viewed as a major victory for LGBTQ+ rights and a reminder of the importance of representation in politics.

"This is a historic day for the LGBTQ+ community," said Jonathan Blum, a supporter of Pelosi's campaign. "Nancy Pelosi is a true leader who will stand up for our rights and fight for a more inclusive America.

Pelosi has been a strong advocate for LGBTQ+ rights and has worked to advance the interests of the community throughout her career. She was the first openly gay member of Congress and has been a vocal supporter of marriage equality and hate crime legislation.

Pelosi's election comes at a time when LGBTQ+ rights are under threat, and she has pledged to work with the Biden administration to ensure that the rights and protections of the LGBTQ+ community are protected.
Good and Bad Teacher List Circulates, Students Respond

By Dominique Ann Nathan
Contribution Writer

It never, ever fails. Every semester during the registration period, The Good Teacher, Bad Teacher List circulates across campus to inform students about the best and worst teachers to take for the upcoming semester.

"Though many professors are listed and given the title of good or bad, administrators, faculty and students question the validity of the lists," said the author of the list.

The author of the list who does not know if the list is for students or is the list of the judges/jury and the list/choice of teachers, he was not aware of the list in the spring semester.

The evaluation forms are long, and students don’t take enough time to fill them out. In an attempt to help the student body, The Good Teacher, Bad Teacher List was compiled.

The list was created by students and is only to be used for teachers. The teachers-the list-makers felt the list would help students.

"The accuracy of the list has been improved by a dispute said Professor and Chief of the Teaching and Learning, A. Toby Gold-Coffin. Gold-Coffin believed that student using this list are not making informed decisions.

"Many students believe that students could be jeopardizing their own education if they were to choose a certain professor based on the list," said Gold-Coffin.

"A professor whom one student listed can mean that he will not be the same for the other," Gold-Coffin said. "The professors, the list may be an indicator that students are valuing the best teachers and said economics professor Emily Banks.

"I do not feel that it is fair," said a professor who has been on the list for years. "I have a better chance of the building teachers classes.

"I have taught for more than 30 years. "Recommendations have been made to the Provost, but no one has been able to make the list where it should be," said the list-maker.

"Good and Bad Thacher List Circulates, Students Respond

"The Good and Bad Thachers List has been in existence for years. It is possible that students may feel more comfortable with the list, but it is not adequate to accommodate the number of doctors and patients. Health Center Director, Latasha Hudson, a junior African American studies major, disagreed with the list.

"The teachers who are listed are not always the best teachers actually being listed. The students learning capabilities and are not just upon feeling them. I have not heard students wish the way easy and they try to avoid the more learning challenging classes."

"Although some students feel that the list is not fair or accurate, some professors, especially in major Angel Carpenier believes the list is not helpful.

"I had first hand experience of a student situation that was listed as bad and actually very satisfactory with the professor."

"For some students, the list is not representative of the opinions of a few students."

Name: Aziza M. Bailey
Major: Pre-Medical Studies
"I used the list that I received Xs en in a teacher list to register and that is why?"

"I read the list, there was a teacher who was labeled as a bad teacher but I thought he was an excellent teacher," Brown said.

Name: Lauren Davis
Major: Health Management
"Classified Junior"

"This is necessary because the good list has helped me to decide what classes I will be taking in the fall."
Brown v. Board of Education to Celebrate 50th Anniversary

By Ruth L. Tisdale
Hilltop Staff Writer

November 15, 2002


The commission, which President H. R. Porter was appointed to, was created to help in the planning and organization of commemorative activities of the Brown v. Board of Education decision.

The meeting began with a surprise giving of thank you's to the members of the commission. The commission then created a website and a background of the Brown v. Board of Education decision.

The goal of the commission is to create a brochure that explains the Brown v. Board of Education decision.

The second goal of the commission is to create a brochure that explains the Brown v. Board of Education decision.

The Hilltop Staff Writer

Religion Lecture Tries to 'Open Up Closed Minds'

By Ramone Brandley
Contributing Writer

"Religion Destroys a People" Bro. Yahaya Ekhilis says, in a discussion group of on Wednesday.

Young people some have been thrown into a crisis outside of their life as part of the criticism of religion and the Black issues. Yahaya, a Muslim who associated himself with the Holy Family of Zion Church, speaks to Howard students trying to promote a lifestyle change.

Wednesday the thorough exploration of why he believes religion is a negative was held in Dong room of 7:30 PM. An interested crowd held by Yahaya explains the role of religion in the black people. The discussion is going to be held in the three main religions Christianity, Judaism, and Islam.

By reversing the names of these three religions back into topic he tries to emphasize the discussion of the three areas to many differently interpreted by the students of a perspective of their faith.

Yahaya believes the role of religion often lead to ignorance of purpose and subservience. Yahaya also speaks on Blacks and the role of religion in the lives of Black people. Yahaya uses references from the Bible, Quran, and Torah to make his speech.

Using references from the Bible, Quran, and Torah Yahaya speaks of living holistically and loving one another.

The congregation noded a case of the evening's questions concerning how Yahaya knows the specificity of life after death, the purpose of life, and other principles of religion. Where do we go afterwards? and whether it was for a purpose of imaging? We blind back and forth across the room.

Yahaya explored how historically ancient Abrahamic had no vision of an afterlife and that traditionally knowledge will give you your purpose of life.

"It's rare and amazing, no do you do you have sympathizers who might speak the truth, totally agree with him," says David Knight, a social studies major.

The evening's topic of discussion was also followed with a book list and further readings.

Noting specifically interested or open to the topic of religion, Yahaya also holds discussion panels on topics such as pre-penile draft, drug use, love, and black identity.

But Yahaya says he speaks on topics with the power of love and interest and encourages students to investigate their convictions.

"I am not here to attack people who can have the truth, I have to create the black minds and open up the black minds to thinking outside the box, thinking, attracting those people Yahaya said he wants to bring him to the minds of other African Americans all over.

Above, the Jewish Holy book, the Torah, Below, the Islamic book, the Quran. Both religions were part of the Kwan event on Wednesday.

"The Holy Bible" A Career with the NHI

The National High School Journalism Institute is an organization for high school journalists who are interested in pursuing careers in journalism.

Through a unique 11-day experience on the campus of the University of Missouri - Columbia,enses have the opportunity to hone their skills in writing, editing, photography, and multimedia journalism.

Participants are provided with a one-time scholarship of $5,000 to help with expenses. The program also offers opportunities for students to network with industry professionals and gain valuable experience in the field.

For more information about the National High School Journalism Institute, please visit their website: journalisminstitute.org. Applications are due by April 1. Students must be in their junior or senior year of high school to apply.

The program is open to students from all backgrounds and offers a supportive environment for learning and growth.

Turn Great Grades Into a Great Career
An Ohio State Univ. Study Shows Both Genders Crave Sex Equally

By Erica Williams

Hilltop Staff Writer

Love and relationships are not issues on any college campus, but a recent study sponsored by a group of students and faculty in the Psychology Department shows that both genders crave sex equally. The story is not new, but when it comes to the act of sex, women are more involved and more sexual, said one of the report's authors.

The study was conducted by graduate students at Ohio State University and published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. This article concludes that men and women agree that love and romance is a vital part of a normal person, but both genders do not agree on what constitutes a relationship. Men do not necessarily want more sex.

Hosea Jennewein, director of the Psychology Department, said the difference in men and women is the amount of sex that each person desires and the amount of love and commitment behind it. Men who desire more sex and fewer commitments are usually referred to as “dirtbags.”

Paulina Saavedra, a junior, said that according to the myth, women simply are not as open about sex. They refrain from expressing themselves more. "We are taught that good girls don't open up about sex. It is a topic that women don't talk about and men don't want to talk about."

By Simone Scudder

Hilltop Staff Writer

Regular Menstruation

Among Young Women

Nia Wallace

By Erica Williams

Hilltop Staff Writer

Irregular Menstruation

A recent Ohio State University study concluded female sex drive is comparable to males.

by Simone Scudder

Hilltop Staff Writer
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In the article, "An Ohio State University Study Shows Both Genders Crave Sex Equally," it states that both genders desire sex equally, which is a common misconception. The article also highlights the difference in men and women in terms of sexual behavior and relationship dynamics. The study conducted by graduate students at Ohio State University is published in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. The article concludes that both genders agree that love and romance is a vital part of a normal person, but there is a difference in the amount of sex that each gender desires and the amount of love and commitment behind it. Men desire more sex and fewer commitments, while women want more love and fewer commitments. This is referred to as the "dirtbag" stereotype. The article also discusses the "myth" that women simply are not as open about sex and that they refrain from expressing themselves more. This stereotype is said to be reinforced by the myth that good girls don't open up about sex. The article emphasizes the importance of addressing these stereotypes and the need for a more open dialogue about sex and relationships.
Arthritis: Therapy In Motion

By Ericka Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

Our society is an aging society. As people get older, they are more prone to arthritis, a joint disease. Arthritis affects people of all ages, but is more common with age.

There are over 200 forms of arthritis and other rheumatic diseases. These diseases may cause pain in supporting structures of the body such as muscles, tendons, ligaments, and bones. Some forms can also affect other parts of the body, including various internal organs. Many people use the word "arthritis" to refer to all rheumatic diseases. However, the word literally means joint inflammation.

The various kinds of arthritis can be divided into two general categories. Some rheumatic diseases are described as connective tissue diseases because they affect the body's connective tissue and its internal organs. Others are known as systemic diseases because they cause a problem in which the immune system harms the body's own healthy tissues. Two common forms of arthritis are osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.

Osteoarthritis is a popular form of joint disease. It's overestimated to be caused by wear and tear of the joints. It can be overwhelming to the average person who has just a portion of the joint involved.

"Osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis are the most common forms of arthritis, there are other forms including rheumatoid, psoriatic, lower back pain and Lyme disease. These diseases vary in symptoms but all require treatment. Treatment for arthritis can be divided into several categories. Some of these categories include medication, exercise, hot/cold, and pacing for the sufferer. There are a variety of drugs, including prescription and over-the-counter medications, which can treat the condition.

Rheumatoid arthritis involves inflammation of the lining of many different joints in the body. In some people, Rheumatoid arthritis can also affect other parts of the body, including the heart, lungs, and brain. Rheumatoid arthritis is very similar to rheumatoid arthritis when the disease is in the body. Rheumatoid arthritis can be a disease which can treat the condition.

It's important to keep these "self-help" exercises in mind. Sources of heat include heating pads, hot tubs, hot tubs or heated pools. Pacing yourself moves energy by switching periods of activity with periods of rest.

Menstral Cycle Irregular In Some Young Women

From CYCLE page A. Calculate the day your cycle will occur because of irregularity. Although this can be inconvenient for some women, irregular menstrual periods do not always mean that there is something seriously wrong with the female's body. Irregularity also doesn't occur only in sexually active females. Irregular periods can be a sign that a female is anemic and lacking iron in her body. Eating habits can contribute to this.

Nevertheless, a woman who doesn't have a regular cycle should be examined by a physician to determine the cause of irregularity.

Cross Section of a Menstrual Cycle

Think you're "Fit" enough to hang with the Hilltop? Come see Leesa at the budget meeting 7 p.m. in the West Towers this Tuesday.

WE HAVE A SUREFIRE WAY TO PREDICT THE FUTURE.

HIRE YOU TO INVENT IT.

Cyberspace controls and laser defense systems came as no surprise to the U.S. Air Force. In fact, they came off our drawing boards. No wonder we're always looking to hire the best and brightest. You can leverage your degree immediately and get hands-on experience with some of the most sophisticated technology on earth. To request more information, call 1-800-423-USAF or visit our Web site at airforce.com.
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By Michael Jackson

WorldCom, a Mississippi based long-distance service provider, was hit with a fine by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for fraudulent accounting. The SEC said the company covered up more than $9 billion in 1983 under the name LDDS. The company was later acquired by MCI WorldCom, which later merged with Verizon. The SEC's investigation highlighted the importance of accurate financial reporting and the need for strong regulatory oversight.

By Candace G. Lee

Democratic National Committee Chairman Terry McAuliffe has proposed a bill to reform the election process. The bill aims to increase voter turnout and reduce the costs of running elections. It would also make it easier for voters with disabilities to cast their ballots. The bill has been met with skepticism by some politicians, who argue that it could be used to rig elections.

Merlin Santana

Merlin Santana was shot dead in Los Angeles on September 16, 2002. Santana was a famous actor, best known for his role on the TV show "The Steve Harvey Show." He was shot dead in a small shop in Los Angeles while carrying a gun. The gun was later recovered at the scene of the crime.

By Michael Jackson

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) fined WorldCom $16 million for fraudulent accounting. The company covered up more than $9 billion in 1983 under the name LDDS. The SEC's investigation highlighted the importance of accurate financial reporting and the need for strong regulatory oversight.

By Candace G. Lee

Democrats in the House of Representatives have proposed a bill to reform the election process. The bill would make it easier for voters with disabilities to cast their ballots and reduce the costs of running elections. The bill has been met with skepticism by some politicians, who argue that it could be used to rig elections.

By Michael Jackson

WorldCom, a Mississippi based long-distance service provider, was hit with a fine by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for fraudulent accounting. The SEC said the company covered up more than $9 billion in 1983 under the name LDDS. The company was later acquired by MCI WorldCom, which later merged with Verizon. The SEC's investigation highlighted the importance of accurate financial reporting and the need for strong regulatory oversight.
Bison Studies At University of Ghana
A Photo Journey of Ghana

Howard University student Hakim Hasan, junior English major, is currently studying at the University of Ghana in Africa. Hasan plans to work with photography after finishing college. The University of Ghana is located in Legon in the southern region of Ghana.

Guess Who's Back: bin Laden's voice heard

WASHINGTON - A U.S. official said the voice sounds like Osama bin Laden, clearly warned U.S. allies against following the United States in the war on terror. In Washington, a U.S. official said the voice sounds like Osama bin Laden, as the Bush administration tried to authenticate what would be the first hard evidence in a year that the al Qaeda leader is still alive.

Osama bin Laden Shirts banned

MONROVIA, Liberia - Liberia's president banned clothing showing Osama bin Laden's likeness and warned Tuesday that offenders violating the decree faced certain arrest.

A South African support group for victims of apartheid has sued several top international banks and businesses for supporting the racist regime. The plaintiffs allege Citigroup, the largest financial institution banking giants UBS and Credit Suisse aided "in the commission of crimes of apartheid, forced labor, genocide, extra-judicial killing, torture, sexual assault, unlawful detention and cruel, unusual and degrading treatment."

A 13-year-old ban on ivory trade was obeyed by the UN on Tuesday.

Reports Compiled from Reuters and AP reports
I'm sorry, but I can't assist with that.
IF YOUR ID NUMBER IS LISTED BELOW, YOU HAVE A CREDIT BALANCE CHECK.

The following students can claim their credit balance check at Cramton Auditorium, Tuesday through Thursday, from 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. The credit balance will be mailed to the address listed for each student. No cash will be given. Thank you for your cooperation.

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Homecoming 2003

The Homecoming Policy Board is seeking applicants for the following positions:

Chairperson and Treasurer

You may pick up an application from the Office of Student Activities from 9am-5pm Monday-Friday; Blackburn Center Suite 117.

Applications accepted for Chairperson through 5pm on December 2nd, 2002 and December 9th, 2002 for Treasurer.

Mandatory:
All applicants must have at least a 2.5 GPA, be currently enrolled, and available to work during the summer months from 9am-5pm Monday-Friday. All candidates must be present to interview for Chairperson on December 6th, 2002 and on January 9th, 2003 for Treasurer.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING FULL-TIME UNDERGRADUATES WHO EARNED THE PERFECT 4.0 GRADE POINT AVERAGE DURING THE SPRING 2002 SEMESTER

Join with the Howard University family - students, staff, and faculty - in celebrating their success!

Mujahed Abdul-Majied
Adekeyiwa O. Adeyinka
George Adu
Kimberly A. Afiaf
Ato E. Ahwii
Benibh K. Ajumogobia
Arthur R. Alexander
Carla-Maria A. Alexander
Rachel A. Alexander
Reginald A. Alexander
Renikko L. Alleyn
Renate Allum
Benjamin Antin-Mensah
Adamruna Y. Anunma
Darby L. Baham
Babakan Bahrami
Aminta M. Baker
Marquita D. Barnes
Yolanda M. Baskia
Lavim Bâkêlê
Andrew D. Belinfanti-Knight
Leon S. Belt
Katrina F. Best
Pardeep Bhambdi
Katrina Bissoon
Daniel A. Blakemore
Lisa-Marie S. Boosle
Anissa M. Bowen
Lesley-Anne D. Boyill
Marletta M. Boyd
LaToya Z. Branch
Alexia M. Brandon
Angelle A. Brebner
Codie E. Brooks
KeishaLyn C. Brooks
Andrea D. Brown
Danielle N. Brown
Janual A. Brown
Tia D. Brown
Tracy L. Burns
Junisha K. Brunowes
Jason A. Burrows-Jones
Heather N. Byrd
Kerry-Ami Cardogan
Burnice A. Cairn
Dedra H. Carr
Maia A. Cave

Asha-Dec N. Celestine
Diana M. Chamberlain
Keisha Charles
Patrick G. Clarke
Suzanah Y. Coelan
Jamila A. Colar
Jaclyn A. Cole
Micha O. Cooper
Jacquelyn N. Copeland
Tatara R. Coowe
Brandy T. Crawford
Tanya C. Creveca
Tonya C. Creveca
Rashele P. Cross
Etasha N. Crowder
Arielle L. Crowell
Tara L. Curtis
Jason L. Daniels
Ria M. Davis
Kyla M. Day
Tiffany L. Day
Lana M. De Souza
Regan Deonan
Jenee Desmond-Harris
Daryl J. Dobnins
Dennis A. Doster
Michelle V. Dow
Christopher A. Downes
James M. Durham
Joelle K. East
Chizoba N. Egbohu
Ugochukwu O. Egohum
Raven A. Eloisbe
Kristopher N. Emmanuel
Brittainy G. Erwin-Smith
Raven S. Featherstone
Jeanelle L. Ferril
Richard A. Fields
Melissa C. Fletcher
Danielle N. Floweroy
Phyllis J. Grant
Joseph L. Gaston
Tyrn N. General
Hannah O. George
Kasiim I. George
Fonta J. Gilliam
Elela I. Gice

Marisol M. Goovela
Wynnet D. Green
Auroras E. Griffith
Charles E. Gunter
Antonietta M. Hairson
Heather S. Hairson
Theresa S. Hall
Clive D. Hanson
Lois M. Hardiman
Larsa T. Harris
Elizabeth Harrison
Jennifer D. Harwell
Jeffrey D. Harwell
Ashantce K. Higgins
Tiandra N. Hodge
Timmye F. Hodges
Lauren J. Holland
Kasan A. Holmes
Angela A. Hood
Kerest M. Howard
Tracy S. Hunter
Nekuela D. Hutchinson
Khalay I. Hyman
Dani J. Hyottah
Iyedel M. Ichile
Olatunmwa O. Igawa
Andrea C. Irom
Legenya A. Jack
Keston L. Jacob
Brandi N. James
Asia L. Johnson
Marlette E. Jones
Tatara N. Jordan
Kendis M. Joseph
Marla A. Kane
Yolonda V. Kerney
Shane M. Khan
Derick R. Kindle
Kawanna T. King
Kirkland C. La Rue
Omoluwa R. Laoye
Paullet E. Lawrence
Jodiann T. Ledford
Chequan A. Lewis
Nathalie M. Libard
Angela R. Lipicomb
Jennifer L. Maddox

Mary K. Maneno
Kavia P. Manohar-Mahajan
Lesina M. Martin
Keel A. Martineau
Lela R. Martinez
Mary Mahail
Stacey Ann K. McDonald
Andre B. McFaul
Amie J. McLaren
Travette M. McInair
Marlon A. Mejias
Jessica F. McRae
Veronica D. Micclel
Cedric A. Millner
Veronica M. Miller
Jan L. Mitchell
Tiffany D. Moffett
Keosha R. Moon
Jason A. Morandce
Lyddell B. Morrison
Maya M. Morton
Pricilla T. Neil
Mirjam B. Nneumng
Uchechukwu O. Nwamara
Tierra M. Odom
Malisja S. Ogleyis
Onyeke Okezkwo
Nara Opekau-Ware
Shiva Ose
Oluwabukunmi S. Oputa
Jeuille M. Ottley
Alexis A. Peskine
Christina J. Phillips
Parris N. Pickett
Delilla M. Pinckney
Michelle D. Poyer
Kweski Qwenz
Tyna Queen-Persad
Salman J. Rahmat
DANIELLE R. RANSI D
Kristyna M. Rankin
Victoria M. Reyes
Kareem A. Richards
Timothy Rickett
Katrina L. Robinson
Aliya S. Rocker
Ron L. Rogers

Marybeth R. Rowan
Billie L. Saddler
Sabriya A. Satterfield
Juliette B. Swanklhebury
Jennifer B. Scott
Roxanne N. Serris
Erinn E. Simpkins
Jon A. Simpson
Tiffany Simms
Michael B. Simzak
Naimah T. Smith
Kim F. Stanfield
Charlene C. Talbot
Mphato G. Tambera
Ashleigh R. Terrell
Sembhar T. Twedewal
Aisha M. Thompson
Stephanie J. Titsdale
Kia M. Toffee
Kimberly T. Towns
Taltius L. Trout
Akilah K. Tucker
Christopher J. Varughese
Vernella Vickerman
Courtney K. Wise
Wanzih See. Walwich
Janelle D. Waldrop
Jenae P. Wallace
Nicholas V. Warner
Marsha T. Warren
Andrea C. Watkins
Latoya L. White
Alana N. Whittaker
Lauren R. Williams
Tanya K. Wilson
Vanessa J. Wilson
Kia M. Wood
Brian K. Woodard
Sandra J. Wortham
Kalisha D. Wright
Jayson A. Young
Raymond K. Young
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BEST WISHES TO ALL TEAMS ON THE ROAD THIS WEEKEND AND NEXT WEEK!!

**Bison Football**

ON MAJOR BROADCASTING NETWORK (MBC) - CABLE TV

5PM, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16

HARRISON UNIVERSITY vs. Bethune-Cookman College
In Daytona Beach, Fl

THE BISON (6-3) ARE PLAYING FOR A SHARE OF 1ST PLACE IN THE MEAC!!

CONGRATULATIONS!! The MEAC selected JAY COLBERT as the Offensive Player of the Week

**BEST WISHES TO:**

VOLLEYBALL

@ THE MEAC CHAMPIONSHIPS, Hill Field House, Morgan State,
FIRST GAME: TODAY, Friday, 12:30PM

GO LADY SPIKERS!!

**BEST WISHES TO:**

BOWLING

@ THE FPMIBC TOURNAMENT in Lancaster, MD, Nov. 16-17

GO LADY BOWLERS!!

**BEST WISHES TO:**

Women's Cross Country

GO LADIES!!

@ NCAA Regional Championships,
Davis, WV, Nov. 16

**BEST WISHES TO:**

Swimming & Diving

@ Patriot Invitational, GMU, Nov. 22-24

GO SHARKS!!

AND BEST WISHES TO:

**Bison Basketball**

LADY BISON @ George Washington
7pm, Next Friday, Nov. 22

BISON @ St. Francis, PA
4pm, Next Friday, Nov. 22

AND...CONGRATULATIONS TO:

MOCK TRIAL TEAM FOR 1ST AND 2ND PLACE
@ St. Vincent's Invitational Tournament

BOWLING'S LILIBETH JONES - several awards, including highest three game set of the tournament (693), at a recent tournament,

FOOTBALL'S KEVIN SIMMONDS - a candidate for the College Football's Hall of Fame Scholarship & for CoSIDA All-American Academic Team

Division of Student Affairs
November 2002
Uncut Bison Clear Way for Teammates

By Michael T. Lyle, Jr.
Contribution Writer

These days, there are many ways to explain what makes a men's basketball play- er who has won, consecu- tively, the top award given on the Bison basketball team, their efforts have contributed to the team's success.

For the second time in three years, the Bison men's basketball team turned over the ball to the opponents far fewer times than they did in the previous season, an effort that has contributed to the team's success.

Bradley Center, 15,172 capacity


Coach's Merits Work Success

By Josef Shlomovitz

Campus and Online Editor

Amidst the frenetic, high-energy college basketball season, Coach Michael Merritt of the Bison has been the most consistent figure in the team's success.

The 6-foot-8, 370-pounder

Merritt is the only coach in the MEAC to lead his team to the NCAA tournament. He has led the Bison to three consecutive MEAC championships and was named the MEAC Coach of the Year each year.

Merritt instructs some of his runners at a recent practice.

Merritt started small and after several years of building with victory at the Maryland College Basketball Championships and never finishing a title, he peaked up for Coppin State College, in Baltimore. At the University of Maryland, he started small and after several years of building, he peaked up for Coppin State College, in Baltimore. At the University of Maryland, he

Merritt recently coached his team to a 2-0 record at Coppin State College, in Baltimore. At the University of Maryland, he

Merritt instructs some of his runners at a recent practice.
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Merrit...
Junior wide receiver eludes tacklers to make a catch,

Bison Set to Clear Up Conference Scenarios

Sports "Editor

A 4-2 conference record would have allowed 124 points in its first six games, including a current three-game streak to ascend to three contests.

By Elena Bergerson

Throughout the season, question marks have arisen around almost every facet of Bison football, whether surrounding players' health, Improved performance, ability or a defensive-minded team that question marks have arisen around.

For most teams, grinding out a victory against Bethune-Cookman (9-1, 5-1) this Saturday and Nov. 23, hosting Norfolk State (7-4, 4-2) would have been a victory against FAMU given the Bison's victory in Tallahassee. Hampton could claim championship rings if the Wildcats lose Saturday but manage a victory against FAMU and Hampton sweeps its last two conference games against North Carolina A&T and Morgan State.

The Bison enter the game on a 3-7-1 decision in Virginia.

What if? What if the Bison defeat a second-ranked Bethune-Cookman team that struggled last week without the MEAC's rushing leader, (249.6 yards per game), Junior All-American quarterback Alonzo Mourning.

With a bevy of question marks in the conference, the Bison (6-3 overall, 4-2 MEAC) have a chance to claim at least a portion of the MEAC crown with victories in their final two games. In Virginia against first-ranked Bethune-Cookman (9-1, 5-1) this Saturday and Nov. 23, hosting Norfolk State (7-4, 4-2), Hampton and Florida A&M could claim championship rings.

Hampton could claim championship rings if the Wildcats lose Saturday but manage a victory against FAMU and Hampton sweeps its last two conference games against North Carolina A&T and Morgan State.

The Bison enter the game on a 3-7-1 decision in Virginia.
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Hampton could claim championship rings if the Wildcats lose Saturday but manage a victory against FAMU and Hampton sweeps its last two conference games against North Carolina A&T and Morgan State.

The Bison enter the game on a 3-7-1 decision in Virginia.

What if? What if the Bison defeat a second-ranked Bethune-Cookman team that struggled last week without the MEAC's rushing leader, (249.6 yards per game), Junior All-American quarterback Alonzo Mourning.
Provost’s Student Roundtable

Tuesday, November 19, 2002
12:00 noon – 1:00 p.m.
Hilltop Lounge in the Blackburn Center

TOPIC:
Campus Technology

Discuss HU E-mail, Library Technology, BANNER, Instructional Technology, HU Network

HU
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS
Going to Break to Look Brote

By Nicole Mefton
Contributing Writer

As a child, there was a time when one could come in for a good bead dawn if these jeans managed to come off at school. By the time school started dirty, Furthermore, a thorough cleaning required a thorough amount of work that requires the same amount of work. With the dirt, grime, and dirtiness that comes with the hottest denim fashion.

Today, more and more consumers are opting for denim clothing with frayed edges, worn-out areas, and a general look. This trend dates back to when Levi Strauss came into the market with the aim to create something that would gain so much attention. Today, denim has become a major part of the fashion industry.

The Smithsonian is one of the most visited museums in the world, known for its vast collection of cultural artifacts. However, the Smithsonian Castle amongst other Smithsonian museums is a popular location for tourists. In addition, Soulsa, a salsa dance event, is currently being held at the Smithsonian Castle.


during the renovation of the Smithsonian Castle.

Nickole Mefton
Contributing Writer

The Smithsonian: Always Something to Do

By Rhabeena A. Sheeran
The Hilltop Staff Writer

Many students complain that after going to the Smithsonian to satisfy educational requirements, there aren't many other things to do in the city. However, the Smithsonian Castle remains a popular destination for students and visitors.

The Smithsonian Castle is located right off of the Metro in the center of the National Mall. The Smithsonian Information Center is the focal point of the 19 museums under its umbrella, including the National Museum of Natural History, the National Museum of American History, and the National Air and Space Museum. The Smithsonian Castle is a popular attraction with visitors.

The Smithsonian Castle is also a great place to explore the various museums located within the center of the National Mall. In addition, Soulsa, a salsa dance event, is currently being held at the Smithsonian Castle.

The Smithsonian Castle is the perfect destination for students and visitors looking for something to do in the city. With its convenient location and bustling atmosphere, the Smithsonian Castle is a must-visit destination for any visitor to Washington, D.C.
Exclusive Touch from Howard

TOUCH from B4

Haircuts and pedicures.

"The quality of customer service here is unmatchable by any other African American hair salon in the D.C. area," Cellos stated. Fraternities twin sisters, Corinna and Kimberly, agreed with her. "This is a great way to relax for a few affordable price. My hair looks great and pedicure, I absolutely love it."

Holland was also pleased with her day at the salon. "With all of the services I've received today, they've been right the first time, 100 percent of the time."

Wright prides herself on giving back to the D.C. area and her alma mater. She has provided off-campus housing for Howard University students over 13 years. She also provides free haircuts to area welfare workers, since opening the salon in February 2001. She also provides two services at the Howard Homecoming fashion shows for the last two years.

"I remember when I used to get my hair done," Wright reminisced. "I felt confident and good about myself. I want to give that feeling to others."

At a Howard alumni event, Wright hopes the importance of looking good.

"It raises the person's sense of self-esteem," Howard University studentosalialty want to present a professional, polished, confident look. Inside and outside, before they go out into the workforce.

Exclusively maintains salon hours from Tuesday-Friday 11:00am-8:00pm and Saturday 8:30-2:30 pm. Their website, www.exclusivespa.com, contains detailed information on all their services.

Going From Broke to Broke in Style

Vintage clothing is popular amongst consumers and is bringing in heavy profits for manufacturers.

BROKE from B4

look, someone can better understand why the cost is much higher. With the high cost of looking good.

Smithsonian Has Culture All Can Enjoy

The Smithsonian's Freer Gallery of Art is another popular museum frequented by tourists.

MUSEUM from B4

Going to the Smithsonian Museum is also a good excuse to get off campus. If there is nothing to do on a weekend I might go. It's one of the only free things to do in the area. Mitchel Ware said.

With over 140 million objects, artwork, and specimens in the world's greatest museums the Smithsonian can be a unique experience ever and ever again.

BROKE from B4

even a reason to go to the Smithsonian. For sophomore film major Mitchell Ware, the price of admission doesn't cut it. "It is unaffordable.

"I have noticed that more students are feeling the dirty denim and turn up look, but I don't understand why people spend all their money on clothing with holes in them."

Wright currently owns a pair of Gap jeans with holes in the knee that were not there before. "They just got that way over the years," Ware said.

In today's denim market, consumers must not worry about obtaining the perfect comfort level in the rigid, classic fitting jeans of yesterday.

Along with the specialty look of the distressed jean, the worn-to-fade is also becoming a trend among Autumn Denard, a junior marketing major who is employed at Diesel.

There is a whole new comfort level in the new styles of jeans that are out now. Even no two pairs are alike, they make consumers feel like, "This pair was made just for me," Denard said.

Trended and worn, today's dirty denim is the hottest way to keep your wardrobe sharp and dainty. This trend is one that suits both men and women, for individuality is comfortable.

Whether headed to class, work, or just out with friends, always dress up dirty, don't tell mama.

Yearbook Photos for December & May Graduates

Who?

Students Graduating in December 2002 and May 2003

What?

Yearbook Photos

When?

One Final Week!

Monday, Nov. 18th thru Friday, Nov. 22
12pm - 8pm EVERY SINGLE DAY!

Where?

Music Listening Room - Basement Level of the Blackburn Center

Why?

Because you NEED to be in the Yearbook!

How Much?

$10 minimum - Cash Only

Questions?

Call (202) 806-7870
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University Infringements on Privacy of Professors

Did you know that professors at Howard are required to report any other jobs, whether paid or not, on their yearly tax form? Some may feel that this is a reasonable policy, but being the analytical and investigative journalists that we are, we have to wonder why.

One of the most important principles that Americans enjoy is the right to privacy. The right to privacy is the right to use our money as we see fit. To require a professor to report something as personal as her income is an infringement upon one’s right to privacy.

Many professors at Howard have careers outside of their positions at Howard. Some political science professors may work for the government and an architecture professor may be working on a new shopping mall. Outside jobs should have nothing to do with professors’ salaries.

Our View: Professors should not have to report other jobs to the University.

What are the implications of this requirement? We hope this policy does not have anything to do with the salaries they will receive from Howard. That is something private and it seems to have no relevance in relation to a professor’s compensation at Howard.

If it does, however, that is unfair. Matt evolution is implemented by a mass of policy makers inquiring minds want to know.

Black Football Coach Booted Out

Though it is the year 2002, racism is still palpable all over the United States. Perhaps the most blatant display of discrimination against blacks in sports is the fact that at least 117 schools in Division I-A football, only four coaches are black.

With the recent dismissal of Michigan State Head Coach Bobby Williams, black number has declined to two.

Many say that black people are quick to use the race card whenever something like this happens. That may or may not be true, but in this situation, the circumstances surrounding the firing of Bobby Williams are clearly indicative of unfairness.

For several weeks, Williams presented the image most of previous Michigan State coaches who were not fired for it. Just when we began to see signs of progress through the fact that the school had hired its first black coach ever, Williams was fired after his second season against Bethune-Cookman.

Our View: The firing of Michigan State Head Coach Bobby Williams was reprehensible.

With the number of black coaches in Division I-A football being incredibly disproportionate to the number of black players, it is suspicious that the first black coach at a public Big Ten University would be fired so quickly.

Can we assume now that every coach with a less than perfect record will be fired? Probably not. So why was it so easy to get rid of Williams?

To further the question of Williams’ dismissal, we can look at the man’s record. In his coach for university athletics such as the Missouri, Eastern Michigan, and Ball State, he is a winning player. As a senior player, Williams was an honorable mention All-Big Ten selection.

Evidently he was identified for the job, so why did the University fail to keep faith in him and give him more time?

According to a trustee at Michigan State, the firing was unexpected. Looking at the facts, we’d have to wonder.

We need to speak out against such unjust acts. Change has been too long overdue for us to sit idly by; to just be matched away whenever it is finally noticed.
A Letter from the Graduate Trustee..."
HILLTOPICS

For Sale

Best Car Garbar Shop

Maddaleena Rate: $125
Call for Specalized

Racing

Services

Dr. Richard Dutcher, DDS
15 Church Street

Philadelphia, PA 19148

(215) 735-6800

Four Smokin Wheels

Coach for Sale

3 Years E

1232

Call Sir (215) 735-1234

For Rent

22 Dawn Via SIT -
Residential Single Family

Earn $1,500 to $2,000.00 a

Month campus fundraiser 3 hour

Fundraising event. Offer your

program makes fundraising

easy with no risks.

Funds from the event are

giving back to campus.

Contact Campus

Fundraiser at

(215) 735-1234, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

Help Wanted

PreClone computer

- Club - Student Groups

Earn $1,000 to $2,000 a

month with a proven campus

fundraiser 3 hour fundraising

event. Our programs make

fundraising easy with no risks.

Funds from the event are

giving back to campus.

Contact Campus

Fundraiser at

(215) 735-1234, or visit

www.campusfundraiser.com

Instructors Needed

Earn up to $200 per day

No experience necessary.

Perfect for Stay at Home

Parents.

Call (215) 429-1558 ext. 200

Volunteers Needed

Five local black owned

food and fresh stores are

combining their efforts to

form "Natural Products

Collective". If you want to

be a partner, we need your

help. Please leave a message

on voicemail.

(215) 451-5511

Don’t be so quick about looking

at a book. Don’t be so quick about

published work. Do some research.

autobiographies, history, and

biographies on the subject. If

you find your own path, you’ll

determine what to do next.

Keep it simple.

A New Era? I guess there are no

GAPs in our coverage this year huh?

I found one at least!

~Truly, Yoiz

The Friday Managing Editor

Ad

Back Issue: $25.00

Subscribe: $50.00

(215) 747-4547

classes@thehilltop.com

Attention Spring Breakers:

David Frost 2003 trip info, drinks &

meals Party!! MV Boadicea

Boadicea: Most Reliable

www.springsbreaker.com

1-800-429-7779

Improper integration of

the function y du =

2x, 0 < x < 1.

Indefinite integrals

of elementary functions

The Fundamental

Theorem of Calculus

The Definite Integral

The Negative

The Negative

MATH POWER

Algebra Geometry Calculus

Call 1-800-571-ACME.

www.nacme.org
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